openQA Project - action #92788
coordination # 64746 (Blocked): [saga][epic] Scale up: Efficient handling of large storage to be able to run current tests efficiently but keep big
archives of old results
coordination # 80546 (Blocked): [epic] Scale up: Enable to store more results

Use openQA archiving feature on osd size:S
2021-05-18 11:50 - okurz

Status:

Blocked

Start date:

Priority:

Low

Due date:

Assignee:

okurz

% Done:

0%

Category:

Feature requests

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Ready

Difficulty:
Description

Motivation
See parent #80546 . To be able to scale-up openQA we want to be able to separate recent openQA results (on expensive+fast
storage) from older, important openQA results (on slow+cheap storage). With #91782 we have an archiving feature which we can
use within osd in conjunction with storage.qa.suse.de

Acceptance criteria
AC1: results on openQA osd can be automatically archived to /space-slow on osd itself

Suggestions
Make all the changes persistent within salt
Enable in /etc/openqa/openqa.ini
Related issues:
Blocked by openQA Infrastructure - action #88546: Make use of the new "Storag...

Blocked

Copied from openQA Project - action #91782: Add support for archived jobs

Resolved

2021-04-26

History
#1 - 2021-05-18 11:50 - okurz
- Copied from action #91782: Add support for archived jobs added
#2 - 2021-06-02 14:37 - mkittler
- Assignee set to mkittler
I've started to work on that as part of #88546.
#3 - 2021-06-11 10:14 - mkittler
- Assignee deleted (mkittler)
#4 - 2021-06-11 15:47 - okurz
- Status changed from Workable to New
We should update the ticket to save the archive to /space-slow on OSD instead and save a backup to storage.qa as NetApp storage backing osd is
more reliable
#5 - 2021-07-15 11:22 - okurz
- Description updated
#6 - 2021-07-15 11:23 - okurz
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- Blocked by action #88546: Make use of the new "Storage Server", e.g. complete OSD backup added
#7 - 2021-07-15 11:23 - okurz
- Status changed from New to Blocked
- Assignee set to okurz
#8 - 2021-07-15 11:24 - okurz
- Subject changed from Use openQA archiving feature on osd to Use openQA archiving feature on osd size:S
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